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a b s t r a c t

District heating (DH) networks have the potential for intelligent integration and combination of
renewable energy sources, waste heat, thermal energy storage, heat consumers, and coupling with other
sectors. As cities and municipalities grow, so do the corresponding networks. This growth of district
heating networks introduces the possibility of interconnecting them with neighbouring networks.
Interconnecting formerly separated DH networks can result in many advantages concerning flexibility,
overall efficiency, the share of renewable sources, and security of supply. Apart from the problem of
hydraulically connecting the networks, the main challenge of interconnected DH systems is the coor-
dination of multiple feed-in points. It can be faced with control concepts for the overall DH systemwhich
define optimal operation strategies. This paper presents two control approaches for interconnected DH
networks that optimize the supply as well as the demand side to reduce CO2 emissions. On the supply
side, an optimization-based energy management system defines operation strategies based on demand
forecasts. On the demand side, the operation of consumer substations is influenced in favour of the
supply using demand side management. The proposed approaches were tested both in simulation and in
a real implementation on the DH network of Leibnitz, Austria. First results show a promising reduction of
CO2 emissions by 35% and a fuel cost reduction of 7% due to better utilization of the production capacities
of the overall DH system.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

District heating (DH) networks have the potential for intelligent
integration and combination of renewable energy sources, waste
heat, thermal energy storage (TES), heat consumers, and coupling
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with other sectors and infrastructure (electricity, gas, wastewater).
This can lead to an increased overall efficiency and cost-
effectiveness as well as to a reduction of CO2 emissions. The
United Nations projections show the ongoing urbanization of the
whole world [1], accompanied by an increase in potential areas for
district heating and cooling supply. The Heat Roadmap Europe [2]
proposes to strengthen district heating and cooling in urban areas
to achieve a transformation towards a 100% renewable heating and
cooling sector. It shows that the key to affordable decarbonization
in Europe is a smart energy systemwith district heating and sector
integration covering approximately 50% of the total heat demand of
the EU. This is a strong indicator that the majority of DH networks
will keep growing in future energy scenarios, leading to DH net-
works growing together [3]. Interconnecting formerly separated
DH networks can result in many advantages concerning flexibility,
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overall efficiency, the share of renewable sources, security of sup-
ply, and profitability.

1.1. Interconnection

The interconnection of separate DH networks or parts of them
can be classified as follows: The interconnection can be imple-
mented either directly by hydraulically connecting the networks or
indirectly via heat exchangers, see, e.g., Ref. [3]. The direction of the
heat transfer can be in one direction only (unidirectional) or in both
directions (bidirectional). Choosing a design mainly depends on the
pressure and temperature levels of the separate networks, but
ownership and control issues are relevant aspects as well, see, e.g.,
Ref. [4]. Bidirectional heat transfer requires similar flow tempera-
tures in both networks, while the flow temperature of the receiving
network can be lower than in the supplying network in the case of
unidirectional heat transfer. The transfer capacity of the intercon-
nection depends on the desired heat exchange and is usually
limited by the pipe dimensions and pressure conditions, see, e.g.,
Ref. [5]. If high pressure has to be avoided, decentralized pumping
stations can be installed to overcome limitations [6].

One main challenge of interconnected DH systems is the coor-
dination of the feed-in points and the transfer stations between the
networks. Especially in large systems, complexity is reduced by
dividing the network into several subnetworks with only two or
three feed-in points and clear control hierarchies. An alternative
approach are supervisory control concepts for the overall DH system
that define optimal operating strategies, see, e.g., Ref. [7]. These
control concepts can be classified into energy management systems
(EMS) for the supply side and demand side management (DSM) for
the demand side.

1.2. Energy management system

An energy management system (EMS) is a supervisory
controller coordinating the various energy producers and storage
units in an energy system. It commands the boilers to switch on or
off (unit commitment) and decided when to produce how much
heat (economic dispatch). In the case of connected networks, it also
handles the transfer stations and decides on the direction as well as
the amount of energy transmitted.

In the case of optimization-based EMS, the idea is to formulate
the control problem as an optimization problem. Its solution pro-
vides an optimal operating schedule over a certain prediction ho-
rizon, e.g., the next 24 h. To be able to react to unforeseen events,
however, only the beginning of this schedule is executed, and new
schedules are continuously computed at regular time intervals
taking newdata into account. This is commonly referred to asmodel
predictive control (MPC). The main advantages of optimization-
based EMS are that forecasts can be easily incorporated and that
no expert knowledge is needed to manually devise operating
strategies, especially for more complex systems.

If the networks belong to different owners, a centralized
optimization-based EMS only ensures that the combined operating
costs areminimal. This need not necessarily be the optimal strategy
for each individual operator. Incorporating intra-network costs is
not trivial in an optimization problem, since benefits of one
network result in losses for the other; the overall optimization
cannot take such transactions into account. Here, game theoretic
approaches can be employed as described in Ref. [8].

Optimization-based EMS relies on a sufficiently accurate model
representing the energy system and its operating constraints, as
well as how different operating strategies influence the operating
costs. A system model suitable for real-time optimization describes
all important aspects of the underlying energy system, while the
2

resulting optimization problem can still be solved in real-time.
Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models are often used to
meet these requirements, see, e.g., Ref. [9]. In this case, the models
are linear with respect to the optimization variables, but also
include discrete variables. While linearity imposes restrictions on
the model complexity (e.g., one cannot optimize temperatures and
heat flow at the same time, but must assume fixed feed and return
temperatures), the discrete variables allow for greater modelling
freedom. They provide the ability to model on/off switching, but
also the approximation of certain non-linear relationships (e.g.,
varying efficiencies at different output levels) via piece-wise affine
functions. In Ref. [10], a MILP model is used for the optimization-
based planning of expansion and interconnection of DH net-
works. Promising simulation results show a reduction in cost and
CO2 emissions. However, the model used only captures very basic
operational constraints of the production technologies (minimal
up- and down-time constraints, for example, are missing) and
hence is not suitable for a real-time EMS. Real-time operation also
requires that existing low-level controllers of boilers that cannot be
controlled directly are modelled correctly.

Capturing the dynamics of the DH networks and providing
forecasts for heat demand and yield from renewable sources are
other key parts for optimization-based EMS. A simplified physics-
based model for the thermal demand of a DH network is pre-
sented in Ref. [11]. While the model gives valuable insights about
the heat capacity of the DH network, it neglects changes in the
demand due to different day classes, e.g., workday and non-
workday, which can play a crucial role in predictive control. An
adaptive, purely data-driven method for predicting the thermal
demand which also distinguished between day classes is presented
in Ref. [12].

1.3. Demand side management

Demand side management (DSM) evolved at the beginning of the
1980s within the electricity sector, as mentioned in Ref. [13]. In
recent years DSM was also applied in the DH sector. For a
comprehensive literature review, see Ref. [14]. The applications of
DSM depend on the goal to be achieved. Some goals are: to improve
the match of supply and demand; to reduce peak loads; to reduce
the load variation; or to minimize the costs. The implementation of
DSM can be categorized into retrofitting measures (long-term ad-
aptations of the buildings), indirect DSM (methods based on using
different tariffs) and direct DSM (direct load control via the sub-
station and/or heating system of a consumer).

In this work, only direct DSMmethods are considered. These can
be categorized into setpoint modification, capacity limitation, and
forced e or blocking of e charging of the domestic hot water
(DHW) storage tanks. The modification of temperature setpoints of
the substation or the heating system can either happen directly by
modifying the heating curve of the building's heating controller, or
indirectly by pretending a cooler or warmer ambient temperature.
The resulting change in secondary supply temperature increases or
reduces the demand [15]. Limiting the supply capacity with respect
to the contractual capacity can be enforced by controlling the pri-
mary flow. However, this method cannot trigger heat demand and
requires a fail-safe mechanism to ensure the consumers' comfort. It
is also possible to block automatic, and trigger forced, charging of
domestic hot water (DHW) storage tanks to reduce or trigger
demand.

In [15], the secondary feed temperature controller of the DH
substation is modified such that it considers the return tempera-
ture as well, reducing the peak load when the heating system is
switched on. However, this approach does not allow for short-term
increases of the secondary supply temperature due to DHW
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charging. Additionally, potential undersupply is not considered
directly.

1.4. Statement of contribution

This paper presents two independent smart control approaches
for interconnected DH systems and describes their real-world
implementation and verification.

On the supply side, an optimization-based energy management
system acts as a supervisory controller and defines operation
strategies based on demand forecasts. The proposed EMS is
modular and can be easily configured for different energy systems,
in this case DH networks. Existing low-level boiler controllers are
explicitly considered. Since these are often two-point controllers
based on specific temperatures in the TES, a linear model of a
stratified TES capable of predicting on and off switching is used. The
required forecasts are generated using adaptive methods that allow
learning of changing demand patterns due to the DSM.

On the demand side, the operation of consumer substations is
influenced in favour of the supply using demand side management.
The proposed DSM is independent of the EMS and can decrease or
increase the thermal demand based on a simple model also taking
DHW charging into account. It imposes limits for each substation or
triggers demand via forced charging of the DHW buffers. Safety
measures ensure that no substation is undersupplied.

1.5. Overview

The control approaches used for the EMS and the DSM are
explained in Section 2. The demonstrator used for implementation
and validation is introduced in Section 3, and the results from real
operation are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn
and an outlook on future developments is given in Section 5.

2. Methods

In this section, the two control approaches for interconnected
DH networks are presented. An energy management system pro-
vides optimal control schedules for the production side, while de-
mand side management influences the consumers within the DH
network in favour of the production.

2.1. Energy management system

The proposed EMS is based on a general modelling approach
which represents the energy system as a graph with components
and connections between them, see Ref. [9]. An energy system
consists of producers (e.g., gas or biomass boilers), storage (e.g., TES
or batteries), consumers, as well as sources and sinks (e.g., for gas
and electrical power). Every component is represented by a
mathematical model describing its dynamics and operating con-
straints, as well as a function that assigns costs to different modes
of operation. The connections ensure the mass and energy balance
between the components. The result is an MILP describing the
energy system with all its operational constraints, together with a
cost function penalizing unwanted behaviour and capturing the
different fuel costs, see Ref. [9].

Boilers in existing DH networks often are controlled via TES
controllers. These are essentially two-point controllers based on
specific temperature measurements at certain heights in the TES. A
typical energy-based EMS is not able to accurately represent such
controllers. In Ref. [16], the feed and return mass flows of the en-
ergy system are considered individually, enabling the representa-
tion of energy system configurations which are not possible with
pure energy-based models. However, the TES model used still
3

assumes only two temperature levels.
In [17], a multi-temperature representation of TES is presented.

The idea is to represent the heat flow not only with one feed and
return temperature, but with multiple temperature levels, and to
represent heat stored in TES as layers with the corresponding
temperatures. This still results in an MILP model which can be
efficiently solved in real-time. It also provides a natural definition of
the state of charge (SoC) of a TES. Depending on the required
network feed temperature, the enthalpy of all layers in the TES with
a sufficiently high temperature is taken into account and compared
with the maximum enthalpy possible (i.e., when the hottest tem-
perature layer occupies the entire TES). This ratio defines the SoC
and can be used in optimization to avoid situations where the
storage becomes too empty or too full.

In [18], this multi-temperature idea is expanded on, and an even
more detailed TES model with accurate representation of the in-
and outflow port heights is presented. However, this model
complexity comes at the cost of many additional binary variables.
Therefore, only the basic multi-temperature TESmodel is employed
for the proposed EMS, and the two-point controllers are repre-
sented using the mixed-logical dynamic (MLD) formulation of the
resulting hybrid linear system [19].

Forecasts for the heat demand and yield from waste heat are
computedwith an adaptive forecast method as described in Ref. [12].
The method may also be used to forecast the yield of a solar col-
lector, see Ref. [20]. The idea is to estimate a multi-linear regression
(MLR) model between independent variables (e.g., the ambient
temperature) and the predicted value (e.g., the demand) for each
hour of the day, and each of multiple day classes (e.g., workdays and
non-workdays).

2.1.1. Performance evaluation
The performance evaluation of the EMS consists of two parts:

First, the quality of the forecasts the EMS strongly depends on is
evaluated; and second, the overall fuel costs and CO2 emissions are
evaluated. A commonmeasure of forecast performance is themean
absolute error (MAE). To make the results comparable, the error is
then normalized by the maximum possible value of the predicted
quantity, giving the mean absolute range normalized error
(MARNE). Since new forecasts for the next prediction horizon are
computed at every time step t, the overall score corresponds to the
mean of all MARNEs of all forecasts during a given time period:

MARNE ¼ 1
T

XT

t¼1

1
K

XK

k¼1

���� _Qtþk �
_̂Qtþkjt
_Qmax

����; (1)

where T is the number of forecasts considered and K is the forecast

horizon. The measured heat flow at time t þ k is given by _Qtþk,

while _̂Qtþkjt is the forecast for time t þ k computed at time t.
The operational performance of the EMS is assessed via the total

fuel costs and CO2 emissions.

2.2. Demand side management

The DSM method investigated in this work uses an MLR model
to calculate limits on the supply capacity for each substation. The

limits are based on the expected thermal demand _̂Qd;t of each
substation at time t

_̂Qd;t ¼ b0 þ b11day=night;t þ b21DHW;t

þb3max
�
Tsp � Tamb;t ;0

�
;

(2)
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where 1day=night;t is an indicator variable for day and night-
operation (one during day operation, and zero during night oper-
ation), 1DHW;t is an indicator variable for DHW activity (one during
DHWactivity, and zero otherwise), Tsp is the setpoint for the indoor
temperature (usually 21 �C) and Tamb,t is the ambient temperature.
If the ambient temperature is higher than the setpoint temperature,
no heat demand is needed for space heating. This is reflected by
only considering positive values of this difference. The parameters
b0 to b3 are updated each night using least squares regression on
historic data of the last 4e12 weeks.

Model (2) is used to forecast the expected thermal demand for
each substation for the next hour. If the DSM is activated for a
substation, it calculates a load limit that should be sufficiently high
to provide the predicted heat demand. However, it should prevent
load peaks such as those that typically arise when a new setpoint is
provided to the substation controller (e.g., when day operation
starts).

In general, safety measures have to be implemented to prevent
undersupply of a substation due to DSM measures. The load limit
can be reset during periods of the day with low load, e.g., from 12
a.m. to 1 p.m., to enable the buildings to recover from times of low
supply. Additionally, if DHW activity is detected, the load limit can
be increased temporarily. Most importantly, if the secondary supply
temperature stays below the target temperature for a certain
amount of time, the load limit is raised. This ensures that no sub-
station is permanently undersupplied. These safety measures can
become active repeatedly, and cumulatively raise the load limit
until nominal capacity is reached.
2.2.1. Potential analysis
The potential for, and effects of, a DSM depend on the individual

situation of each DH system. Therefore, the following potential
heuristics were used to quickly obtain a rough estimate of the
Fig. 1. Structure of the three DH networks of the case study. The shaded area repre-
sents the location of consumers and the thick lines the main heating network. The
three heating plants in Tillmitsch, Leibnitz and Leibnitzerfeld and the heat transfer
station between Leibnitz and Leibnitzerfeld are indicated. The three networks are
operated by two different owners, indicated in blue and orange. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)

4

potential of the heating networks and their consumers for DSM.
The load reduction potential LR is an indicator of how far the heat

demand can e temporarily e be reduced by pretending a fake
ambient temperature to the heating controller. In the long term, the
true thermal losses will of course result in lower indoor tempera-
tures, which in turn increases the heat demand if the DSM is
deactivated. Hence, if no permanent undersupply is accepted the
DSM is only able to shift the heat demand for short times. The
potential can be computed from the expected space heating de-
mand if the ambient temperature is 0 �C and the heating demand if
the ambient temperature is raised to a higher temperature, e.g.,
12 �C:

LR ¼ 1�
PC

i¼1
�
b0;i þ b1;i þ b3;i

�
Tsp � 12�C

� �
PC

i¼1
�
b0;i þ b1;i þ b3;i

�
Tsp � 0�C

� � ; (3)

where b0,i, b1,i and b3,i are the coefficients from the estimated
consumer demand model (2) for the i-th consumer, and C is the
number of consumers. The calculation assumes day operation
where demand usually is higher. It disregards DHW demand since
this is only active during short periods and is more difficult to shift
to other times. If changing the measured ambient temperature has
no effect, the load reduction potential is zero. If the heat demand
can be lowered to zero, it is one. Multiplying the load reduction
factor by the denominator gives an estimate of the total amount of
short-term heating power reduction achievable in the network.

To assess how much energy can be shifted during one day, the
following rough heuristic can be used to estimate a virtual storage
capacity in kWh:

Qvirtual ¼ 24h,5K,b3; (4)

where b3 is the estimated linear model coefficient, see (2). The idea
behind (4) is that space heating in Austria is generally required if
the ambient temperature drops below 15 �C for longer than 24 h.
Hence, it is assumed that a building has at least the thermal storage
capacity to sustain itself for 24 h when there is a temperature dif-
ference between indoor and ambient temperature of 5 K.
3. Case study

The two control approaches presented in Section 2 are evaluated
based on real-world DH networks at and near the city of Leibnitz in
Austria.

The case study incorporates three DH networks: Tillmitsch in the
north, Leibnitz in the middle, and Leibnitzerfeld in the south. Each
network can support its own consumers with its own heating plant
consisting of heat producers and TES. Fig. 1 shows the network
structurewith the three heating plants and the heat transfer station
connecting the central and southern network.

The networks of Tillmitsch and Leibnitz are connected hydrau-
lically. The pressure conditions determine which consumers are
served from which heating plant. The maximum capacity of this
heat exchange is estimated to be about 1 MW; however, there is no
heat meter to measure the heat exchanged between these two
networks. Compared to the heat demand, the TES at Tillmitsch and
Leibnitzerfeld are comparatively small (see Table 1 for details).

Industrial waste heat and heat from a biogas CHP are available at
the heating plant of Leibnitzerfeld. Steam from a rendering plant is
fed through steam/water heat exchangers, and the cooled down
steam is than fed through cooling towers in order to fully condense
it. The biogas CHP is running constantly and not modulated. The
yield from waste heat and the CHP cannot fulfil the network's de-
mand at all times. If the networks are operated independently, the



Table 1
Details of the three DH networks.

Tillmitsch Production capacity Two 800 kW biomass boilers
Annual heat demand ~ 4 GWh
TES 25 m3

Waste heat potential e

Energy costs 23.65 V/MWh for wood chips

Leibnitz Production capacity 3.2 MW biomass boiler
2.4 MW biomass boiler

Annual heat demand ~ 12 GWh
TES 75 m3

Waste heat potential e

Energy costs 23.65 V/MWh for wood chips

Leibnitzerfeld Production capacity 6 MW gas boiler
Annual heat demand ~ 14 GWh
TES 2 � 223m3 in series
Waste heat potential 4.5 MW industrial waste heat

500 kW biogas CHP
Energy costs 10 V/MWh for waste heat

42 V/MWh natural gas
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lack in supply has to be compensated by a natural gas boiler. To
minimize its operation, a bidirectional heat transfer station between
the heating networks of Leibnitz and Leibnitzerfeld was built with a
maximum transfer capacity of 4 MW. However, due to the high
return temperatures in the network at Leibnitzerfeld (some in-
dustrial consumers provide return water flows at 75 �C) and the
maximum flow rate of 62 m3/h at the heat transfer station, the
practically achievable transfer capacity from Leibnitz to Leibnit-
zerfeld currently is only about 1.8 MW, and about 2.3 MW in the
opposite direction.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the three heating
centres.
4. Results and discussion

The EMS and DSM act more or less independently of each other.
If the DSM gradually flattens the thermal demand of the DH net-
works, the new profile is learned by the adaptive demand fore-
casting method of the EMS. The EMS, on the other hand, does not
currently influence the DSM. Therefore, the implementation and
evaluation of the EMS and the DSM are presented separately in the
subsequent sections.
4.1. Energy management system

4.1.1. Implementation
One global EMS for all three networks was implemented as

described in Section 2.1. The EMS is implemented in Julia [21].
The resulting mixed-integer linear optimization problems are
formulated with JuMP [22] and solved in real-time on a Linux
server every 15 min with Gurobi [23]. The resulting schedules are
sent to the individual supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems operating the networks. The prediction horizon of
the EMS is 48 h. For a smoother interpolation by the SCADA sys-
tems, the schedules have a variable sampling time, starting with
5min and increasing up to 30 min. The SCADA systems always
follow the newest schedule even if the communication is disrupted
for short periods.

Other operational costs and constraints need to be quantified
next to the physical and economical parameters (e.g., storage ca-
pacities, production capacities of the boilers, energy costs…) of the
EMS model. These are, e.g., startup costs for a boiler and limits for
the state of charge of TES in order to avoid undersupply or over-
heating. These costs and limits have been tuned using simulation
5

studies and knowledge from the owners of the DH networks to
result in operating schedules accepted by the operators.

The EMS requires forecasts of the thermal demand of the three
DH networks as well as a forecast of the thermal yield from the
industrial waste heat and the biogas CHP. These are provided using
the method described in section 2.1. The weather forecasts for the
next three days, with a resolution of 1 h, are provided by the
network operators who rely on a weather service provider
(UBIMET).

The demand forecast uses the ambient temperature forecast and
distinguishes between two day classes, workday and non-workday.
No independent variables are used for the thermal yield. Produc-
tion e and thus availability of waste heat e typically starts at
midday the first workday after a non-workday (typically Monday),
is almost constant during the week (workday after a workday), and
drops to zero during the first non-workday after a workday (typi-
cally Saturday). Hence, four day classes are required: workday after
a workday, workday after a non-workday, non-workday after a
workday and non-workday after a non-workday. The output of the
biogas CHP is almost constant at 500 kWand is simply added to the
predicted yield from industrial waste heat.

4.1.2. Performance evaluation
For the performance evaluation of the EMS the month of April,

2021, was chosen. It captures the transition period between winter
and summer, which is the most interesting period from an opera-
tional point-of-view. Since the performance of the EMS strongly
depends on the quality of the forecasts, a qualitative and quanti-
tative analysis of its performance is given first.

Second, two simulation studies, one without the heat transfer
station between the networks and one with it, act as a baseline to
allow to distinguish between the effects of integrating the bidi-
rectional heat transfer station and using an optimization-based
EMS. Finally, the real operation with the EMS is evaluated and
compared against the simulation results.

The demand and the yield from industrial waste heat and from
the biogas CHP are assumed to be constant in all three scenarios.
While the temperature distribution in the TES at Leibnitzerfeld
might have an influence on the efficiency of the heat exchangers
used for extracting waste heat, preliminary analysis has not shown
that the EMS has either a negative or a positive effect. In total, the
yield amounted to 966 MWh for the whole of April.

4.1.2.1. Forecasts. The forecast quality is evaluated based on all
forecasts of the entire month and is demonstrated based on results
from the southern heating network, Leibnitzerfeld. Measurements
and forecasts of heat demand from an exemplary week are shown
in Fig. 2.

For visual clarity, only two forecasts for the next 24 h are plotted
per day. It can be observed that thermal demand is significantly
lower during weekends (non-workdays) than during workdays.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding forecasts of the waste heat from
both the rendering plant and the biogas CHP, clearly showing the
expected weekly pattern.

The MARNE of the forecasts is calculated according to (1) with
T¼ 2880 (onemonth in 15min intervals) and K¼ 96 (24 h in 15min
intervals). For the thermal demand forecasts it is 3.34% assuming a
maximum value of 6 MW. For the thermal yield forecasts it is 6.5%
with a maximum value of 3 MW. Both MARNEs are in the range for
DHC networks reported in Ref. [12].

4.1.2.2. Baseline simulation without heat exchange. The baseline
configuration is consistent with the actual implementation except
for the heat transfer station between Leibnitz and Leibnitzerfeld.
However, it is assumed that the EMS has full control of all boilers,



Fig. 2. Exemplary forecasts (two per day) of the thermal demand of the network at
Leibnitzerfeld for one week. The one-step-ahead forecast is indicated with a dot. The
day classes are indicated below.

Fig. 3. Exemplary forecasts (two per day) of the thermal yield from industrial waste
heat and from the biogas CHP at Leibnitzerfeld.

Fig. 4. Baseline simulation results without heat exchange between Leibnitz and Leib-
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resulting in a best-case scenario for the operation without a heat
transfer station. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

The natural gas boiler at Leibnitzerfeld had to produce 653MWh
during the considered time. The heat transfer station should
minimize this amount considerably, ideally to zero.
nitzerfeld for April 2021. The plots show hourly means of the simulation data sampled
at 15 min. The thermal power flows are drawn as a stacked area plot and the state-of-
charge (SoC) of each TES is indicated with a line. (Demand: heat demand of the local
network, Export: heat export to other networks, Import: heat import from other
networks, BM: biomass, Waste Heat: waste heat from the rendering plant and the
biogas CHP).
4.1.2.3. Simulation with heat exchange. The baseline scenario was
then changed to give the best-case scenario, i.e., an optimized
operation of all networks and with heat transfer between Leibnitz
and Leibnitzerfeld. The results for April 2021 are shown in Fig. 5.

In contrast to the simulation results without the heat transfer
station, the natural gas boiler at Leibnitzerfeld is rarely used and
half of the network demand is satisfied by heat imported from
Leibnitz. However, the natural gas boiler was still needed to cover
the demand at the end of Easter weekend (April 3rd to April 5th)
where no yield from the industrial waste heat was available. This
was due to the heat transfer station only starting to run at
maximum capacity at the end of the weekend. The TES at Leibnit-
zerfeld was charged to 90% in the beginning, and still not able to
provide the required heat for three consecutive days. This could be
improved with a longer prediction horizon for the EMS, so that the
transfer station could anticipate the upcoming demand and start
running at maximum capacity at an earlier time. Due to their
comparatively small sizes, the TES units at Tillmitsch and Leibnitz
are frequently charged and discharged. In the considered period a
6

total of 604 MWh of thermal energy was exported from Leibnitz to
Leibnitzerfeld, but only 4 MWh was imported. The natural gas
boiler at Leibnitzerfeld provided 53 MWh, only a fraction of the
653 MWh without heat exchange.

4.1.2.4. Real-world operation. As it was the first test, the EMS was
not allowed to directly control the boilers at the three heating
plants. Instead, the boilers are controlled via their pre-existing
buffer management routines. These are essentially two-point
controllers based on the mean temperature or the charging level
of the corresponding TES. The role of the EMS was to provide set-
points for the heat to be exchanged between Leibnitz and
Leibnitzerfeld.

Fig. 6 shows measurement data from operation in April 2021.
Since the networks of Tillmitsch and Leibnitz are hydraulically



Fig. 5. Simulation results with heat exchange between Leibnitz and Leibnitzerfeld for
April 2021. See the caption of Fig. 4 for details.

Fig. 6. Measurement data from April 2021 during EMS real-time operation. See
caption of Fig. 4 for details on the presented power flows.
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connected, but no heat meter is present to measure the exchanged
heat, heat production and demand need not always be of equal
magnitude in the plots; the imported and exported heat is not
known. A total of 397 MWh was exported from Leibnitz to Leib-
nitzerfeld during the considered period, only 7 MWh were im-
ported. The export is 34% less than in the best-case scenario
simulation. The natural gas boiler at Leibnitzerfeld produced
273 MWh, compared to 53 MWh in the best-case simulation. It can
be seen that during the Easter weekend the stored energy in the
TES at Leibnitzerfeld dropped significantly and took almost the
whole next week to recover. Unfortunately, the EMSwas not able to
foresee this three day long absence of thermal yield due to its too
short prediction horizon of 48 h. Additionally, not enough energy
could be provided by the two biomass boilers at Leibnitz during the
Easter weekend since the EMS did not have direct control over
them. Future test runs where the EMSwill have full control over the
boilers are necessary to obtain a better performance evaluation.
7

4.1.3. Discussion
The total heat flows registered during the two simulations and

the real operation are summarized in Fig. 7.
Since only the heat transfer station between Leibnitz and Leib-

nitzerfeld was allowed to be operated by the EMS in real operation,
the full optimization potential could not yet be exploited and the
natural gas boiler had to provide more than five times the mini-
mum amount from the best-case simulation. The optimal operation
would prefer a more constant operation of the biomass boilers in
Leibnitz and would result in less gas boiler operation. The natural
gas boiler was switched on too frequently during the real operation.
This was due to the temperature in the TES often dropping slightly
below the two-point controller's threshold and thus involuntarily
leading to the operation of the boiler. Although the EMS predicts
the temperature evolution of the TES and the low-level TES con-
trollers are appropriately modelled, small model and demand
prediction mismatches cannot be avoided. This unwanted



Fig. 7. Results from the two simulations compared to the real operation. The plots
show the total thermal energy for the different heating networks for the whole month.

Fig. 8. Results from the two simulations compared to the real operation. The plots
show the total CO2 emissions and fuel costs for the whole month.
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behaviour could be resolved if the EMS had full control over the
boiler. While the real operation does not achieve the expected re-
sults from the simulation, still a total of 397 MWh of thermal en-
ergy was exported to the DH network of Leibnitzerfeld, thus
significantly reducing heat production from gas.

The total CO2 emissions and fuel costs are summarized in Fig. 8.
The emission factors are assumed according to Ref. [24]: 202 kg/
MWh for natural gas and 29 kg/MWh for wood chips. The emis-
sions from the biogas CHP and from the rendering plant do not
change between the scenarios and are not considered.

Comparing the baseline simulation without heat exchange with
the real operation, the results show an overall reduction in CO2
emissions of 35% and a reduction in fuel costs by 7%. This is lacking
behind the best-case scenario where a reduction of 55% in CO2
emissions and of 11% in fuel costs can be seen. However, this first
result shows the potential for CO2 emission reductions for inter-
connected DH systems via smart control.

4.2. Demand side management

The DSM is evaluated based on preliminary real-world opera-
tion results from October and November 2021. For the evaluation of
the DSM the networks of Tillmitsch and Leibnitz are regarded as
one network, since they belong to the same owner. Although all
consumer substations installed in both DH networks can apply
DSM, only a few substations were selected for the test operation.
The selection of consumers was based on a recommendation of the
DH operators, who exempted consumers with special requirements
(e.g., industrial consumers and hospitals), consumers of strategic
importance and those who are known to complain regularly.
8

4.2.1. Implementation
The DSM has been implemented in Java and two instances

directly run on the same machines as the SCADA systems at Leib-
nitz and Leibnitzerfeld. The substation models (2) are updated
every hour. Safety measures as described in Section 2.2 were
implemented and are evaluated every 5 min. If the secondary flow
temperature falls below the setpoint value for a certain time, the
load limit is incrementally increased by 10% until the setpoint
temperature is reached again. The load limit was calculated using
the identified models for each consumer substation, and a mini-
mum limit of 3% (but at least 3 kW)was used as an additional safety
measure. The load limits are only applied if the R2 value of the
identified substation model (2) is higher than 0.25. From midnight
to 4 a.m. and from 12 a.m. to 1 p.m., the limits were reset to 100%.
The limits were also reset when the connection between substation
and DSM system was interrupted.
4.2.2. Estimated potential of DSM
In a first step of the test operation the DSM potential was esti-

mated based on the measures described in section 2.2.1. The results
are summarized in Table 2.

The total nominal load of the consumers in the networks of
Tillmitsch and Leibnitz is 17.8 MWand 16.75MW for Leibnitzerfeld.
Only few consumers were eligible for DSM in Leibnitzerfeld
(0.75 MW of 16.75 MW nominal capacity), whereas consumers
with 38% of the overall nominal capacity were selected in Tillmitsch
and Leibnitz. The influence of the ambient temperature on the
overall heat demand is approximated via the sum over all co-
efficients b3 for each estimated model. The mean coefficient of
determination R2 (i.e., the quality of the multiple regression
models) was only evaluated for the consumers with active DSM and
is about 75% for both networks. The virtual storage capacity for one
day Qvirtual according to (4) is about 2 MWh for the consumers with
DSM in Tillmitsch and Leibnitz, and almost negligible in Leibnit-
zerfeld. The load reduction potential LR according to (3) is in the
range of 45% for both parts of the DH network. The effect on the
total load (including the non-managed buildings) depends on the
proportion of consumers with DSM. The estimated total virtual
storage capacity of all consumers in the networks Tillmitsch and
Leibnitz is 6.3 MWh, and 4.6 MWh for Leibnitzerfeld.



Table 2
Estimated potential of DSM for the DH networks Tillmitsch þ Leibnitz and Leibnitzerfeld. The heuristics were evaluated for both consumers that were selected for DSM (with
DSM) and consumers who are not eligible for DSM (without DSM).

PC
i¼1

_QN;i
PC

i¼1b3;i 1
C

XC

i¼1
R2i

PC
i¼1Qvirtual;i

load reduction potential

Tillmitsch þ Leibnitz without DSM 11 MW 36 kW/K e 4.3 MWh 39%
with DSM 6.8 MW 18 kW/K 75% 2 MWh 45%

Leibnitzerfeld without DSM 16 MW 42 kW/K e 4.3 MWh 27%
with DSM 0.75 MW 2.2 kW/K 76% MWh 47%
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4.2.3. Real-world operation
In a second evaluation step, the influence of DSM on single

consumers was investigated. While most of the consumers with
active DSM showed a reduction of the load peak in themorning, the
demand curve could not always be flattened due to the safety
mechanisms. As a representative example of the DSM performance,
the thermal load and secondary supply temperature of one sub-
station, with and without active DSM, is depicted in Fig. 9 for two
consecutive days in November 2021. The two days had similar
ambient temperatures and hence are assumed to have had similar
load profiles.

The load profile has a characteristic shape with a high load peak
in the morning due to the night shut-off of the heating system.
While this peak cannot be fully eliminated by the DSM, it is able to
flatten it by 20 kW. Due to the prescribed load limit, the secondary
feed temperature of the substation frequently drops below its
setpoint (second plot). The safety mechanism then increases the
Fig. 9. Thermal load of an exemplary substation, with and without active DSM. The
upper plots show the primary heat demand of the substation (blue) and the load limit
from the DSM (dashed orange). The lower plots show the secondary feed temperature
measurement (light grey) and setpoint (dashed dark grey). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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load limit, preventing undersupply of the substation. The load limit
is decreased again when the desired setpoint is reached. This,
however, introduces undesirable step changes in the thermal load,
hence the safety mechanisms have to be improved for future tests.

5. Conclusion and outlook

The test operation of the EMS has shown that its implementa-
tion can reduce CO2 emissions of connected networks. The simu-
lation study indicates that, while the gas boiler operation was
reduced during real operation, direct control of the EMS over the
boilers and a longer prediction horizon would improve the per-
formance. Not being able to directly control the boilers posed a
considerable challenge to the EMS. Therefore, the possibility of
direct control of all boilers within the network would offer an
additional potential to reduce the natural gas demand as well as to
increase the utilization of waste heat.

After these first results from initial operation, the investigation
of the summer operation, including the export potential of excess
waste heat from Leibnitzerfeld to Leibnitz, is one of the next steps.
Finally, to get a reliable estimation of the overall potential of the
EMS, a non-stop operation for a full year is required.

The test operation of the DSM showed the ability to reduce load
peaks, but the demand profile could not be flattened for each
consumer with active DSM. The reason for that seems to be over-
sized consumer substations which lead to very low relative DSM
limits, resulting in negative effects on the safety mechanisms.
Relating the DSM limit of a consumer to the maximum power de-
mand recorded in the past could be an option to overcome this
effect.

An important improvement seems possible if the trigger of the
DSM is coordinated by the EMS or by linking it to the management
of the TES. In both cases, the DSM can be used as a tool to use the
virtual storage capacity (building mass) of consumers as a
component in the total DH system or production management.
Combining EMS and DSM to fully exploit the potential of both ap-
proaches is a future research opportunity. On the one hand, the
EMS could provide a desirable demand profile for the DSM, based
on the optimal operation strategy of all production units and the
heat transfer station. On the other hand, the DSM could support the
EMS with short term flexibility in the range of minutes and act as a
low-level demand controller distributed throughout the heating
network, e.g., to prevent unnecessary boiler start-ups or to improve
the exploitation of the waste heat sources.
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